Special Promotional Offer !
Voyage to the heart of the Amazon
An exceptional trip that explores the depths of the greatest wilderness on earth

8 days @ £2,199 or 4 days @ £599 ex flights

The above price includes: 8 day river cruise on M/V Tucano in Brazil or 4 day river cruise
on the M/V Manatee Amazon Explorer in Ecuador – both with en suite facilities, air
conditioned cabins, full board and daily guided shore excursions with English speaking guides.
M/V Tucano departs weekly from Manaus and navigates the Rio Negro exploring deep into the
amazon rainforest. Groups are small and our guides are skilled naturalists giving the trip an
expeditionary feel whilst offering maximum comfort with spacious cabins and large picture
windows. M/V Tucano has observation decks where you can see the surrounding wildlife such
as monkeys, macaws, caimans and pink dolphins. Sometimes we visit remote villages where
life continues much the same as it has for hundreds of years and most of the trip takes place
within the world’s largest pristine rainforest where wildlife is still abundant. M/V Tucano also
offers shorter 4 night cruises starting from £1,199 and both trips run all year round. We offer
add-ons to Manaus – built on the success of the rubber boom in the 1870’s and home to the
famous Opera House reflecting the opulence of those days and also other highlights such as the
Pantanal in Mato Grosso - a vast network of wetlands with prolific wildlife and the spectacular
waterfalls of Iguacu which lie on the borders of Brazil, Argentina and Paraguay.
We also organise 4, 5 and 8 day cruises along the Ecuadorian Amazon on the Manatee Explorer
and its newest, more luxurious sister boat the Anakonda which cruise the most important,
protected areas including Yasuni National Park and Cuyabeno Wildlife Reserve where you will
see a lot of flora and fauna, learn about traditional medicine and also get a chance to visit
indigenous communities. The Manatee Explorer is 90 feet long and has 15 cabins and the
Anakonda is 148 feet long with 20 suites and outdoor jacuzzi so you will cruise in comfort,
often eating al fresco, with plenty of time for shore visits led by our experienced guides or star
gazing whilst listening to hypnotic jungle sounds at night. Prices start from £599 for 4 days.
Additional highlights in Ecuador include: Andes, Otavalo, Cotopaxi and the Galapagos islands
and an extended itinerary may be tailor-made to suit individual requirements.
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